
 

 

Ämne:  Update on the BSA 2020 Czech Rally 

Datum:  Mon, 03 Aug 2020 16:33:18 +0200 (CEST) 

 

Dear BSA friends, 

 

please let us inform you regarding latest news on IR 2020 Czechia at Slapy Lake, 30.8. - 06.09.2020. 

From the safety and hygienic reasons the rally site has to be changed. In the Louti camp there is a children 
camp at the same time and the coexistence of children and participants from various foreign countries is 
due to hygienic regulations not possible. From that reason we found a new camp direct to the Slapy lake 
with the sufficient capacity and background for performing of IR 2020 Czechia. It is an Autocamp Nová 
Rabyně, address Nová Rabyně 51, CZ-252 08 Slapy nad Vltavou. GPS location: 49.808925 14.426980. 
Camp website: www.novarabyne.cz  However the website is only in Czech, but includes the basic 
informations for visitors. In this camp all the campers with tents, caravans and campervans will be 
accomodated.  

 

The participants who have ordered the accomodation in pension, will be accomodated in Pension Žižka, 
address Rabyně 7, CZ-252 08 Slapy nad Vltavou. GPS location: 49°48´848'  14°26´036'. Pension website: 
www.penzionzizka.cz The accomodation is secured in nice double rooms with all necessary accessories, for 
more info please visit the website. Also the rally office will be located at Zizka pension! All participants 
they come to join the  57th. Intl. BSA rally Czech will come first to the rally office in Zizka pension for 
check-in and to receive necessary information and materials. After the check-in they will be directed to 
the accomodation site. All participants will receive the maps and instructions to the rally, the organizing 
service will be secured in both accomodation facilities.  

Please don´t forged to bring a confirmation of payment of rally fees from your bank to speed up the 
check-in of participants, thank you in advance!  

 

Dear participants, BSA friends,  

Despite the difficult time due to Covid-19, all measures will be taken to minimize the risk of 

infection in accordance with current hygiene regulations. 

We believe that together we will experience a beautiful rally in the heart of Europe, despite the 

current challenging times. 

 
We look forward to you on 57th. Intl. BSA rally Lake Slapy, The Czech Republic.  

 

Kind regards 

 

Jindrich Drbohlav & Jan Adamec 

organisational committee IR 2020 

Email: argus@tiscali.cz 
jan.adamec@email.cz 
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